Electrochemical aptamer-based nanosensor fabricated on single Au nanowire electrodes for adenosine triphosphate assay.
In this work, single Au nanowire electrodes (AuNWEs) were fabricated by laser-assisted pulling/hydrofluoric acid (HF) etching process, which then were characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), electrochemical method and finite-element simulation. The as-prepared single AuNWEs were used to construct electrochemical aptamer-based nanosensors (E-AB nanosensors) based on the formation of Au-S bond that duplex DNA tagged with methylene blue (MB) was modified on the surface of electrode. In the presence of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the MB-labeled aptamer dissociated from the duplex DNA due to the strong specific affinity between aptamer and target, which lead to the reduction of MB electrochemical signals. Moreover, BSA was employed to further passivate electrode surface bonding sites for the stable of the sensor. The as-prepared E-AB nanosensor has been used for ATP assay with excellent sensitivity and selectivity, even in a complex system like cerebrospinal fluid of rat brain. Considering the unique properties of good stability, larger surface area and smaller overall dimensions, this E-AB nanosensor should be an ideal platform for widely sensing applications in living bio-system.